Jrom Our Jv{embers:
Stewart Wells, from East Chicago, I ndiana, has done an extensive
project He has translated the book , "ABOUT THE HAIR CARE OF OUR
CORDED BREEDS", from German into English. At the 1978 Board of
Directors meeting, it was unanimously agreed to have this translation
printed in PULI NEWS. It will be printed in four sections ,
beginning with this issue. We hope you enjoy reading it.
INTRODUCTION
It was with great joy and enthusiasm that I read Herr Walter
Langerbein' s description and discussion of the corded coat.
My only wish was that I could have had this information when
I was trying to understand the corded coat on my first Komondor .
I was absolutely convinced that hers was a most spectacular and
exceptional coat, when it was only ~eginning to fall into tufts.
Since those days of total ignorance about the corded coat , I
feel that I have progressed. With Herr Langerbein' s discussion
at hand, I now feel I have a much better understanding about
the corded coat.
There are several comments in Herr Langerbein ' s discussion which
I fear will cause a great deal of comment. This relates primarily
to the area of bathing . One must understand the reasons for his
opinions. When one considers the culture and technological level
from which his opinion is based , there is simply no problem .
We seem to have a "clean" fixation . I am sure that there are
many American judges who would not like an "unclean" dog in their
ring. However , from the pictures I have seen of the German Komondorok I can only say that the dogs are definitely white. Who is
to say which approach is more correct?
Since I have translated this article , I have added a Komondor
to my brood and am presently dealing with a young Puli. I find
it fascinating to see the coat develop into its various stages .
There is now an understanding . It is my hope that many other
people will better understand the coat with which we live. Herr
Langerbein ' s discussion of the corded coat to me is truly an
exceptional addition to the information available on our corded
friends. It is my great hope that many will benefit from the
sharing of knowledge and experience .
Stewart L. Wells
October , 1978
"ABOUT THE HAIR CARE OF OUR CORDED BREEDS " (KOMONDOR , PULI)
Walter Langerbein, Puli breeder , "von Trautenfels " Kennel
Translated by : Stewart L . Wells
Not only from personal verifications , but also from many inquiries
I have received, I know that concerning the hair care of our corded
breeds widely spread misknowledge and errors exist. They not
only have an effect for their representatives , but also for the
breeds themselves . For this reason I gladly follow the suggestion
to report on this theme from my experience. My experiences are
based mainly upon Puli breeding and owning . However , since I have
also bred Tibetan Terriers for some time , and have also had Komondorok in the kennel, I am not inexperienced in the care of the
white corded animals.
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I

Since we are dealing with the corded breeds of the Komondor and
Puli, we see in the pups at the age of 2 to J months that the
hair at the time of birth has been replaced by the y;uth coat
~young ~og hair). This youth coat has the property of massing
itself into tufts or clusters. We could indeed brush it and
give the.appearance of a smooth coat , but only for a few hours
because it always falls back into tufts again. This youth coat ,
called " cover coat" (Deckhaar, outer coat), consists of lead and
bristle hair , which by itself shows no tendency toward matting
and also never reaches the length of the matted cords. The development of matted cords , which is the "Puzsta" coat , is dependent
on the existence of a third type of hair, the undercoat (under
wool). From this undercoat , which from my observation determines
the character of the cording, stand and falls our "Puzsta" coat.
Where the undercoat is missing or is inadequate , the coat will
not become the desired correct cords to the matted tufts of the
cover coat . We are speaking then of faulty , open coat, which will
be discussed later in Part III .
The wooly hair (undercoat) , which is then desired by us for
the "Puzsta" coat of decisive meaning , first appears then the
dog is approximately six months old . It is the coat gene which
can make coat care difficult for us . This is as a consequence
of the gene ' s peculiarity and the cover coat ' s structure . This
occurs namely when the undercoat is especially thick and strong
or entirely cottony; and in addition if it is growing very well .
One can compare this wool hair (undercoat) perhaps with rampant
carpat gardening growth, which over- runs everything and brings
it to death unless a guiding hand prevents it. This undercoat
completely overruns the cover coat in certain cases and grows
out until it becomes plate - sized , felty mats, which can be 3 cm.
and thicker. Such matting is the ideal culture medium for dandruff
and skin diseases of all varieties . It impairs the breathing of
the skin and , as a result , the well- being and health of the dog.
Such matting can entirely cramp its ability to move, if it spreads
to the appropriate body parts . We must naturally never let it
progress that far. In the interest of the health of our four legged friend, we must begin at an early age, as soon as the undercoat is apparent , to interfere through adjustment , especially in
the orderly removal of the plate mats, which is difficult to achieve
without scissors as well as calluses and cramps, especially in the
fingers .
I am permitted to inject here, that I believe that each care of
the dog is from the superior viewpoint of health, not outer
beauty, and as such is extremely necessary. Precisely as we
rub the sleep from the eyes every morning for this reason , we
must brush teeth as least weekly to keep teeth and gums healthy
(3% hydrogen peroxide solution is recommended). We must undertake
a mutual participation between man and dog on a regular program
of hair and skin care. This is especially true for our richly
haired, corded animals.
It would be nice to follow with: In the Puzsta no one cares
(in our meaning) for the dog, hence, the coat which :esults
without such care is the correct "Puzsta" coat. It is regrettably
not so , even when proof can be found in the Komondor standard.
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"With animals , which are not brushed, the coat mats i nto plates . ... "
Apart from that , since the expressi on "brushed" is entirely missing
here, one cannot appraise this proof only as a real statement,
but_as_an approximate recom~en~ation for the management of the dog .
It 1s indeed correct, that it is concerned with our corded breeds
over the original breeds ; about animals whose inner and outer
character have been imprinted through the centuries by nature and
the environmental condition. This is opposed to those breeds
bred by man. Through the carriage of such a living being , we
cannot, however, forget that we cannot create their natural environment when we keep them as house pets , which is especially true of
those kept in the city . Our corded ones, for example, cannot, as
when with the flock day in, day out, from morning to evening ,
run and hunt in the fresh air through grass , moor, undergrowth ,
etc., etc. Through this process the coat is combed and shortened.
The skin is also massaged . We cannot give them the opportunity
to rub and clean themselves ; to roll sufficiently on the appropriate
ground in order to restrain the increasing undercoat ; to decimate it;
to tear it out; etc. ; etc. Since we have robued the dogs of these
natural possibilities, it is, therefore, our duty to the creature
to provide understanding care, namely health care . This is obvious,
I believe. It necessarily follows then, that the "Puzsta" coat
and the "not cared for" coat are entirely different concepts.
As long as the pups are supported, protected , nursed, cleaned
and massaged by the mother , we do not need to concern ourselves
about coat care. If the pup remains in the kennel with its
mother, this becomes careless with the increasing age of the little
one. As soon as the pup is separated from its mother , we must
interfere with the coat . As a tool for coat care we require
only a hard brush, not too thick. Later we also use a narrow,
thin comb as well as a metal brush, called a metal-massage brush
(slicker), occasionally scissors.
So much over principles and theories . Because of further singularities about the coat of our breeds , I would recommend
UNGARISCHE HIRTENHUNDE (HUNGARIAN HERDING DOGS) written by Dr.
Erna Mohr and available through our club (Klub fur ungarische
Hirtenhunde e . V.). This topic is exhaustively and scientifically
discussed.
PICTURES
Translated by Stewart L. Wells
COVER: Charcoal sketch: G. Schilling , 1936
Imported male, Bojtar Magyar , whelped June 25, 1932 . Breeder,
K. Anheuer, Budapest. Owner, M. Schleu, Berlin
International Champion, World Champion - Frankfort 1935, Paris
1937, Reich winner 1934, 1936, 1937, Club winner, Hungarian
winner - Budapest , 1936, Luxemburg - 1935, Czech winner - 1936

ABB. 1:

Photo : Hamburger Abendblatt Oct. 28, 1961
west German Winner, 1961
Puli bitch, Jobbik von Trautenfels , whelped Jan. 25, 1958,
Puli PuZ 837
Father: Gabor van Trautenfels, Reserve world winner 1956,
West German winner 1954, 1958 , Club winner 1957, 1958
Aunt: Gerle van Trautenfels, World winner 1956, West German
winner 1957, 1959 , Club winner 1957, 1959, 1960
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Mother: Forma von Trautenfels PuZ 681
Uncle: Farkas von Trautenfels, World winner 1956, West German
winner 1959, Club winner 1956, 1960
Aunt : Frushka von Trautenfels, Reserve world winner 1965,
Belgian winner 1957 , Dutch winner 1957
ABB . 2 ; Photo : Dr. Erna Mohr, Sept. 29 , 1948
Puli bitch , Assi van Trautenfels, 14 weeks old
Clearly recognizable is the outer coat falling into clumps
(not yet matting)
ABB . J : Photo : W. Langerbein , Jan . J, 1962
Puli male at the age of 1 year , 8 months
Before the date of the photo without any hair care with the
exception of the head, which was subjected to a working over
of several hours before the photo was taken . The remaining
body parts are more or less covered with large plate mats.
The outer coat is almost completely overgrown and is submerged
in the plate mats . The head gives some indication how the
male will someday look after correct coat care .
By contrast , the following picture shows how a Puli , aged 1 year ,
5 months appears , if coat care is carried on from earliest
youth.
ABB. 4 : Photo : E. Schulze , October 22 , 1961
Puli bitch , Kigyo von Trautenfels, whelped May 25, 1960 , PuZ 917
Breeder , W. Langerbein ~ Owner, H. Kraker , Meilsen

"I'll ahow you mine If you'll thow me you,.. ...
provided of course, we can find them."
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Jrom Our Jv(embers:
Stewart Wells has translated the following for PULI NEWS. The first
part was printed in the April 1979 issue.
"ABOUT THE HAIR CARE OF OUR CORDED BREEDS" ( KO MONDOR, PULI)
Walter Langerbein, Puli breeder, "van Trautenfels" Kennel
Translated by Stewart L. Wells
Second part in a series of four.
And now to practice.
II
For many reasons, I recommend beginning coat care as early as
possible; after all, it does the little rascal good. He already
knows the procedure of the brush and massage through the mother's
licking. He also knows little purpose is served in fighting this
process. He adjests more quickly and easily than when one begins
later. Lastly this also promotes contact and good behavior. A
good relationship between dog and owner is established when the
basics are done early. In the beginning we have little or no
undercoat and can limit ourselves. However, the coat must be done
regularly, at least once a week, by brushing the coat against
itself with a stiff brush. This cleans the coat and at the same
time massages the skin, which establishes good skin circulation.
As soon as the undercoat begins to form felty areas, our "finger
work" must begin. We soon begin to make use of the slicker,
brushing flat over the skin, but not over-exerting and decimating
the undercoat. The undercoat covers the skin in a carpet-like
manner, as previously mentioned, in more or less large felty
areas in various degrees on different parts of the body. We
must now tear these areas to the skin with our fingers so that
they become smaller and so that these places, from where the hairs
of a clump grow, do not remain the size they were before tearing.
In other words, we divide the undercoat of the hair clumps at
appropriate areas. In practice this happens in the following manner:
we always take two such hair clumps at the ends and then tear
them apart backwards toward the direction of the skin, indeed to
the skin. Through this, the undercoat is appropriately torn apart,
so that the undercoat climbs upward on the hair clumps and binds
itself tightly with them. This is similar to the coiling of
climbing plants. As long as the matting of the hair clumps is
in the initial stage, it is a time consuming and miserable job,
depending on the structure and quantity of undercoat. This must
be done with care, due to the sensitivity of the skin. For that
reason, one cannot periodically refrain from this tearing. For· the
time being, the saying "Little strokes fall big oaks" ("steady
drops hollow out the stone'') holds more than ever. Daily, more
if possible, take the young fellow in your lap and rub the coat.
He enjoys it. At the same time pull on the coat. At first do
not extend this procedure too long. It is better to break it up
and begin again. The small rascal who, in the beginning, accepts
the pulling on the coat in especially sensitive places, accustoms
himself quickly and playfully to it. This is true when he is
continually talked to or praised, also when there is sometimes
a reward in the form of a tidbit. Handled in such a manner, this
work brings not only nice hours for the master, but also the
correct relationship between man and dog.

Then one day when the entire dog has been worked through in this
way and the matting of the hair clumps are going well, we earn
the fruits of our lasting piece work (abb. 5). The condition
of the coat is thus: at the base of each of the matted hair
clumps, around the entire clump, f~ee skin is visible. Further
care is then child's play and can be done periodically. However,
it is better and simpler when one remains with it continually.
Where there is life, there is movement. And so the undercoat
continues to grow. Sadly enough, it creates matted areas. For
this reason we must always remain alert and put the further
development on the right track, through continual observation, always
tearing apart again, and picking on the coat. To the same extent,
of course, as the matting of the clumps grows longer, until they
are finally matted their entire length, and when the matted cords
become longer and longer, our work becomes easier and lighter (abb.
6,7). Then cording can be done incidentally. It is then simple,
and also not so time consuming, to tear against each other the
tight and easily held cords. This happens when the undercoat has
spread again at the base of the cords at the skin. The more
frequently we are diligent in this manner, the easier the work is
and the better our four-iegged friend feels. For that reason
each care of the dog should be made routine. At each opportunity
one should pull and tear the coat here and there so that the animal
is constantly in good condition. With time one receives experience
and "finger-tip feeling" so that one can practice these duties
more or less without thinking. That means one does not have to
dedicate any special attention or time.
The development of the coat from the time of puppy coat to a
full Puzsta coat can be followed from the plates which accompany
the text, expecially Plates (abb.) 2,5,6,7,8, and 9. Our corded
one is really "finished" with the development of the Puzsta coat
generally by the age of J - 4 years with Pulik and by the age of
4 - 5 years with Komondorok (abb. 9,10,11,12,lJ).
In the joy that the cords of our "dear one" are longer and longer,
the recognition comes almost as soon that we can no longer use
a brush for skin care. We cannot correctly comb through the coat.
We must practice another form of skin massage. But that is no
problem. One sits or stands, letting the dog come up so that
he is standing on his rear legs and his front lays on us. Then
one can "pat through", which means that one can massage all the
parts of the body with the finger tips much the same way as a
barber washes our hair. We put our spread fingers through the
cords in the interest of coat care. We also lift the cords from
the body. The dog especially enjoys these massages. It experiences
them as petting, especially when accompanied with pleasant talking.
Perhaps cords growing together will be separated and one notices
at the same time when and where the undercoat wants to perhaps mat
again.
The matting of the undercoat is advanced through moisture and
pressure, even light pressure. For that reason and from individual
predisposition, it is shown that specific body parts are especially
inclined to be stubborn with undesired mats. These areas are
next to the part about the muzzle, eye corners, and the under parts
of the legs. There is in all cases the ears, the parts of the head
under the ear, the croup (with Pulik owing to the ideal tail
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carriage, tightly carried over the back), the joints, the rear
and the tail. One findsout quickly which place with which cor;esponding dog, special attention should be paid. In the same way
one can get behind. Also in the older dog at specific areas (for
e~ample, muzzle, ears, tail, lower leg) he can be extremely sensitive and one must go to work there carefully. In this context
some hints at once.
'
The ears require special attention. All breeds with hanging ears
are known to be more susceptible to ear diseases than those with
prick ears. The cause for this lies primarily in an insufficient
air-oxygen supply. Our corded breeds with their richly matted
coat naturally offer especially good presuppositions for it.
For that reason we must pay special attention to ears from youth
on. The main point is that the amount of air to the ears is constricted to the necessary minimum. Therefore, the inner part
of the ear muscles must be kept as free as possible from hair
growth. That meansthat the thin, little hairs must be torn out
regularly and indeed with the finger tips. One learns that with
time. It does pull somewhat, but the dog quickly accustoms himself
to it. Prevention is better than cure! When the vet must intervene,
the treatment is much more painful to our four-legged one. Entirely
apart from that, in the advanced stages of ear diseases, a cure
is always very lengthy and a 100% cure is rarely guaranteed. One
must also make sure that the ear flaps do not develop plate mats,
which hang heavily and tightly against the ear muscles and cut off
fresh air. While at the same time, however, it also furthers the
excessive mats on the side of the head under the ear muscle when
not previously induced. The ear flaps must be light. The coat
should allow air to pass through. The ear flaps then "fly" with
each head movement and the ear itself receives the necessary fresh
air (abb. 14,15). Consequently at the right time we begin to
tear, brush and comb here, then, as long as possible, we avoid
matted cords here - especially on the head. However, when they
have unavoidably accured, then make, as much as possible, narrow,
thin, light cords. However, be careful with it, since the ear
flaps are very sensitive and tear easily. Also the parts of the
head which are under the ear flaps, as previously mentioned, are
places which mat easily and lastingly. This hinders the entrance
of air into the ear. In this area one must pick, tear and brush,
when combing is no longer possible. The coat is then light and
movable. It allows air to get through to the ear. Such care also
brings the desired head form to a good success (abb. 1).
Intensive care is also necessary for the coat about the muzzle
and under the eyes. The moustache must especially be worked on
because of food remaining there. Under the eyes a secretion of
the tear glands (especially with so called "runny eyes") forms
ugly, felty stains, which appear not only deformed, but also
unaesthetic. It also can impair the animal's sight, so that one
must somewhat "give light" with scissors. These parts of the
head, perhaps also the face, and the places under the ear muscles
and flaps, depending on the nature of the hair growth in individual
cases, are additionally the only places of hair care where we
need to use the narrow comb as long as possible. In addition,
we suffice with the brush and fingers when we do our duty with
regularity. Should it be neglected for any reason and matting
~ccurs, where finger strength is not sufficient for tearing, we
must then reach for scissors. The matting is cut close to the
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skin in the direction of the hair or cord ends so far that we can
put our fingers in the cut slit and can tear it to the tip. But
never cut more than is absolutely necessary to continue with finger
strength. This procedure is not only for the head parts, but for
use overall, when the matting has played a trick on us.
A paragraph by itself is now for the tail. It strives to surround
itself with a hair-felted coat that finally appears like a round
staff from which insufficient cords or hair clumps hang here and
there. One must also frequently and regularly pick, tear and brush.
The matting is mostly very obstinate here and many times barely
torn satisfactorily. In such cases (as with other too tightly
matted places, especially on the ear flaps and the lower parts
of the legs) patiently pick with care on all sides, once this way,
once another, in this way some area is conquered. It is finally
finished and without scissors. Hairiness is the goal here, even
though the dog is especially sensitive on the tail (also ears
and lower legs).
Now there are still places where one must go with scissors on
the body of grown dogs. It is the paws, correctly said the pads.
The hair between the pads and around them becomes with time a
length, which through matting forms a felt sole under the pads.
This naturally hin~ers the dog and has many additional side effects.
This hair must, therefore, be kept short, especially in fall and
winter because of rain and snow. There are no difficulties with
the hair between the pads, if it is continually cut back with
scissors. The hair around the pads and the hair which from above
hangs sideways over the sole of the foot, one shortens by cutting
the lower parts close to the skin and away from the sole. The
upper ones are spared (at most, lightly shortened) so that the
impression of the paws and also the legs is not injured. Shortening
this hair and between the pads is also necessary for the reason
that the pads from time to time, especially with increasing age
and also with bad weather in fall and winter, can be lubricated
with Vaseline and kept supple. Otherwise, the pads become threatened
with hardening and thereby burst open and become wounded.
The use of scissors also can finally become necessary when the
"finished" cords become so long that the cords drag on the floor
and our dog "steps on his tie" himself. Then the cords must be
shortened with scissors so that they do not dirty themselves
badly. One does this when the dog is standing on his four feet
on a table. One does not run the risk of "disfiguring", but one
can cut the cords well to the same length without holes in the
hanging part. If this must be done before a show, it should be
done at least 6 weeks prior so that the bluntly cut ends of each
cord can grow pleasing again.
The reader will surely ask how often these animals must be bathed
and how it, particularly drying, is done with the weird profusion
of hair and the no end of long felty tufts. He will be surprised
and astonished to hear that they basically do not need or should'
not be bathed necessarily with soap. This is so because the
previously described care, especially regular brushing, suffices
normally even with white dogs. This keeps them "beauty shop"
clean. Because of difficulties with drying and also tied to that,
chance of cold, warning must be given especially in the case of
older animals with full coat. In all cases use dry shampoo, which
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i~ available in stores. However, now and then, a small washing
with water cannot be shunned. In fact, not even when the animal
has soiled itself with diarrhea in the rear, or with older dogs
especially bitches, the cords of the rear part of the body have'
soaked up urine and the dog smells of ammonia, and when the cords
covering the chest are soiled, it suffices to wash out the offending
cords, and generally without soap, in each of these cases. If
it concerns the rear part, for example, our "dear" is placed with
the rear legs in an adequately large container with warm water
(standing, front high). Then the annoyance of the irritating
cords can be washed out quickly. I put this container in a bath
tub. The dog can put his front on the rim of the tub. washing
is a small thing. After that, however, be careful that the dog
does not catch cold, that he is in no drafts and dries as soon as
possible. Dry the wet cords well with dry towels and then let
the dog lie on an absorbing bed, which will quickly exchange the
dampness for dryness. Also do not wash more than absolutely
necessary. If possible, avoid putting under water the corded
parts close to the body and also the skin. Washing removes oil
(lanolin) from the hair, which must be replaced by the dog.
Next to the dirtied other places, the cleaned places are substantially lighter until the natural oil is present again. This is
especially vexing with white dogs.
Not to be confused with the previously mentioned ammonia (urine)
odor is the clinging "self-scent" of each living being, which individually different - is more or less strong and severe and
can increase with our primitive breeds to the severe scent of
predators (wolves). This can be influenced by feed and weather.
Against this "self-scent" there is no herb grown. Also with
washing and bathing we attain nothing more than through the preceding, recommended body care. We can do nothing more than free
the coat of dust and dirt through regular brushing. One can meet
it somewhat in that one intermixes parasite insect powder (jacutin,
paral, etc.), with deodorizing, scented body powder. But because
our dog regularly, and in the warm summer months, predominantly
in August, must be treated with such preparations, we hardly need
to give it special mention, though the dog gives us smaller
worries with a well cared for corded coat than representatives of
other breeds. With the matted coat no insect penetrates it. In
addition a further superiority of its corded coat, our four-legged
one does not suffer from- yearly limited shedding. It only loses
now and then a cord, which one can pick up one at a time.
PICTURES
Translated by Stewart L. Wells
ABB. 5: Photo: W. Langerbein, Jan. 25, 1959
Puli bitch, Jobbik von Trautenfels, 1 year old
The progressive matting of the hair clumps is easily recognizable.

ABB. 6: Photo: W. Langerbein, July 27, 1959
Puli bitch, Jobbik von Trautenfels, l½ years old
The matting of the hair clumps approaches its completion.
cords are beginning to grow in length.

The

ABB. 7: Photo: W. Langerbein, Aug. 27, 1950
Puli bitch, Assi von Trautenfels, 26 monthsold
The outercoat clumps are now completely matted, and in this case
into wide plate cords.
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ABB. 8: Photo: Dr. Erna Mohr, S~pt., 1938
International Champion Komondor male, Donar vom Hochwaldhof,
whelped Oct. 5, 1935, KoZ 279. Breeder and owner, Hildegard
Bohne, Oybin.
With this three year old the outer coat clumps are already
completely matted. The cords have already partially grown
in length. We see predominantly medium width flat cords in
a good condition of care.
ABB. 9: Photo: E. Schulze, Oct. 22, 1961
Puli bitch, Jobbik von Trautenfels, 3 years 9 months old
The medium wide flat matted cords have in the interum become
so long that one can speak of a "finished" (mature) Puli.
Completed Puzsta coat, a total impression of unity and harmony.
Already fairly uniform flat cords of medium width.
ABB. 10: Photo: Dr. Erna Mohr, Sept. 1938
Imported Komondor bitch, Bajos, whelped May 14, 1934, Met Ko
228 , KoZ 283
Completed Puszta coat at 4½ years. The wide plate matting
can only be simulated. The photo shwos with fair certainty
(head, throat, abdomen, front and rear), that the bitch has
by nature predisposition to string cords. The various present
felt-plates appear to be insufficently torn. The felting of
the cords has not yet been guided on the right track.
ABB. 11: Photo: 1957
Puli bitch, Fruska von Trautenfels, 5 years old
Especially impressive Puzsta coat, thick round string cords
in the best coat care.
ABB. 12: Photo: 1937
Komondor male, Famos von Rasenhain, whelped Feb. 27, 1930,
KoZ 229. Breeder, D. w. Mut, Minich-Gauling, Owner Hildegard
Bohne, Oybin
At the age of seven years, the male shows the completed Puzsta
coat. We see pronounced wide, heavy plate-cords in, at the
time of the photo, not entirely adequate condition of care.
ABB. 13: Photo: Dr. Erna Mohr, May 9 , 1954
Komondor male, Bojtar von den Hohen Ahren, whelped Aug. 22 , 1947,
KoZ 425. Breeder Marion Huth, Berlin. Owner, W. Pohlmann,
Oberursel.
Completed Puzsta coat at the age of seven years also. However,
round string cords of medium strength in excellently cared for
condition.
ABB. 14 & 15: Photo: Hamburger Abendblatt, Oct. 28 , 1961
Puli bitch, Jobbik von Trautenfels.
These photos make clear how, with correct hair care, the matted
cords, also on the head and legs, hang entirely freely on
the body and in the animal's motion not only flap up and down,
but "swirl around" in the air entirely loosely and independently
from one another.
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There is a new product on the market -- an oral medication given to
dogs that kills fleas when they bite. The product is PROBAN Cythioate,
manufactured by the American Cyanamid Co., Princeton, N.J. Research
shows that PROBAN is 90% effective. It is available only through
veterinarians. Perhaps this is something to look into.
FROM DOG WORLD MAGAZINE:
BEWARE
DOG WORLD HAS RECEIVED REPORTS REGARDING AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS
APPROACHING BREEDERS TO PURCHASE DOGS FOR RE-SALE. THE TRANSACTION
rs USUALLY CONDUCTED OVER THE PHONE. WHILE THE BREEDER IS PROMISED
PAYMENT, THE CHECK rs NEVER RECEIVED, OR IF IT rs RECEIVED, A STOPPAYMENT ORDER HAS BEEN PLACED ON IT. ALTHOUGH THE PEDIGREE AND
REGISTRATION PAPERS ARE NOT FURNISHED BY THE BREEDER UNTIL PAYMENT IS
MADE, THERE IS NO PRESSURE EVER MADE BY THE BUYER TO RECEIVE THEM.
AS A WORD OF WARNING, IF YOU RECEIVE SUCH AN INQUIRY, USE Y~UR OWN
DISCRETION AS TO SHIPPING THE DOGS .

Jrom the biitor:
Apologies for this issue of P.N. being later than usual. But, Becker
family vacations, getting out oldest off to camp for the first time,
and a case of the "summer lazies" has gotten me off schedule.

Jrom Our J-v(embers:
Stewart Wells has translated the following for PULI NEWS.
part was printed iri the June 1979 issue.

The second

"ABOUT THE HAIR CARE OF OUR CORDED BREEDS" (KOMONDOR, PULI)
Walter Langerbein, Puli breeder, "von Trautenfels" Kennel
Translated by Stewart L. Wells
Third part in a series of four.

III
With our Puzsta coat we see in practicaliyynot only different
widths and shapes of cords (they vary in the cording from flat
and wide "plates" to thin, round "strings") but also various
materials from cottony to silky, wooly to wirey, with everything
in between, especially in the developing stages (ABB. 1, 7-15, 16).
This variety of cording is apparent not only with different dogs
of the breed. No, even the single animal exhibits cords of different
structure. And we indeed find that next to the dominant type of
cord, certain parts of the body are covered with cords of a different
type. This is due to necessary characteristics of heredity factors,
somewhat like the color of Pulik. For the structure of the coat
(also like his coloring), there are many genes involved, and
our corded animals are, referring to this, not at all homozygotic
but heterozygotic. From that the huge variety of hair structure
is explained, as well as the fact that each of these forms must
be recognized. This is especially true since the standard does not
indicate a goal in breeding (ABB. 17). The standard says nothing
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about the fo:m and width of the cords. Relative to hair structure,
we can only infer that the cords of the Komondor should be "wooly"
and that "too curly" hair is not desired. The Puli should have
"stranded, coarse" hair. In practicality not much is won, because
the single, clear concept is "wooly" and the opposite cannot refer
to the outer coat (guard and bristle hair).
Through hair care (tearing, etc.) structure and width of the cords,
from my experience, are not influenced, in as much as they are
hereditar? to the single animal. With increasing age the hair
be?omes li?hter, and ther~fore the cords become considerably
thinner, lighter, etc., with our "corded Hungarians". It is these
changes which take place, barely noticed, that can change the
entire impression of the cording.
Correct wide cords are had, as a rule, by such animals with
exceptio~ally co:rect and thick undercoat. From my observations,
those animals which are born glossy-coated and shiny black have
more work and worry with hair care than those which are more
or less curly coated and dull black with reddish tinge. The latter
generally develop narrow to stringy cords. Furthermore, the stringy
cords are the most simple and easy in coat care.
'
If one can generalize from an observed case in which a Puli bitch
with fairly wide plate cords developed, with a rigorous hair
change, string cords of a narrow to barely average width, I dare
not decide (ABB. 2,7,18,19).
The existing coat conditions are highly unsatisfactory for the
serious breeder, because so far he can have no breeding goal and
correspondingly cannot breed with an aim in view. But, on the
other hand, the planned mating for the purpose of reaching a
breeding goal constitutes the genuine "breeding" as opposed to
only "propagating". Only through such planned, resolute mating,
the betterment, desired soundness and the elimination of undesired
qualities and faults can be reached. This means serving the club
duty to the breeds in terms of breeding. After we have made, from
my knowledge of things, in the years following the war, noticeable
gains in Puli breeding, especially in reaching the ideal figure and
in overcoming such faults as light eyes, overshot mouth, bobtails,
faulty color, and the moulting of hair on the head and shoulders
(all of the plus points well set), it would perhaps be time to
present the question of cord structure for future attention.
With this stimulus I do not have any preference in promoting any
single cord type. No, each of the cord types - I will say three:
pronounced, wide "plates"; middle width, flat cords; and round
"strings" - has their right to existance as well as their proponents.
These should and must remain. It would be much better to breed
as much as possible each of these three types as homozygotic. That
means to eliminate the many transition stages between these three
types, thereby creating three evident types, as well as single
animals showing the same cord structure over their entire body.
It is not only painful for a true breeder's heart to have again
and again in one and the same pup a jumble of hair and cord structure.
It seems chance to not be able to get these breed characteristics
in control and to be able to continue with this purpose. This need
takes effect more detrimentally for these breeds, because it retards
their expansion. With the variety of certain hereditary factors
and with the many existing heterozygotes of our breeding animals,
this will not be changed fundamentally in the visible future.
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However, we should decide to no longer augment this chaos (indiscriminate mating), to no longer increase the heterozygote factors
but rather tear it down, meaning to promote homozygotes of these '
three cord types so that we can make it a principle to breed "string"
c?rds to "~tring"_cords; "plate" cords to "plate" cords; and middle
width to m~d~le width. Our aim, should we decide to judge it, is
not to annihilate or weaken the "stringy" cords.
In the interest of the spread of our corded breeds, especially
the Komondor, we should breed for string-like matting, and through
appropriate natural selection propagate it. Because this cord type
not only generally pleases, it is also much easier and simpler
in coat care than the other types. Finally, I find noteworthy
that this coat type, obviously from its nature, offers the best
provision for a similar matting on a single animal, because we
rarely find next to string-like cords, cords of another type (ABB.
11, lJ).
In the sense of this explanation, it would be of service to the
matter, as well as the breeder, if it were possible to select a
stud at any given time on the consideration of his coat (cording).
Such a possibility would be easily done, if in the future the stud
book would publish a small denotation relevant to coat. With the
selection the exercise would be easily determined, especially
since the number of males is small. That would be a beginning,
which would operate through the years with correct, efficient,
practical application without creating great expense.
Naturally the real breeder can search out more or less homozygotic
animals. Apart from that, in the long run, such a one time achievement (needing a suitable partner, as much as possible homozygotic)
cannot be obtained. In that case breeder's luck is not there. A
lifetime for that would hardly be sufficient. The accomplishment
of such a breeder's plan for reaching goals is so tied that in
practicality they are hard to . realize. It would be too far afield
to go into singularities about how such a breeding plan would
a ppear and which conditions for it continuation must be there for
its creation. Perhaps there will be time later to discuss this
complex question. A living example, in any case, for this would
be the Puli bitch in Plates 1, 9, 14, and 15. This bitch, if it
is possible on the methods previously described, had an abundant
cording structure and uniformity. The judge's critique of the
BSA in Hannover, 1961 stated: "wonderful coat with cording of
uniform size". This proof would be more impressive, if one had
two full sisters from later litters next to her.
To the theme of "cords" now belongs the case of missing cords due
to inadequate matting of hair clumps of the outer coat. From the
outward impression of "open coat" there are two entirely different
facts to differentiate. In the first case, which I would like to
call the real case of open coat, the dog is missing the undercoat
by nature, or it is not sufficiently abundant. It is an entirely
clear application. The lack is not to be eliminated, even through
the most careful coat care (ABB. 20). In the other, which we will
call the unnatural case of open coat, it is dependent only on a
maintenance error. In this case, the need of undercoat is caused
through incorrect coat care. The combing process removes all the
undercoat and generally badly damages the outer coat. The coat
is combed out (ABB. 21).
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In showing, as well as selecting, both cases, despite the different
appearances and causes, are assessed entirely similarly, because
basically one can and must assess that which is there. The unnatural
case is probab~y not determined with certainty, if, in general and
in case, sufficient undercoat is present. It could be that the
outer coat is combed out. If in such cases an unnatural case of
open coat is really under consideration, the decision can never
be made immediately. This must be done later after a long period
of proper coat care. Thenit is shown if the conditions for cording
are present or not.
Open coat with our corded breeds must always be considered a gross
fault, since the breeding suitability and each high quality are
excluded. Because the Puzsta coat is necessarily a peculiarity
of an individual hair type of the corded breeds, it is also given
from nature. It is the original breed type and for these reasons
an essential outer breed characteristic, In the interest of
preserving and perfecting the breed, only such representatives
should necessarily be bred which at least sufficiently possess
each of the essential breed characteristics.
By the way, no one needs to immediately hang their head if, in
single cases, the undercoat does not develop at the desired time
or at least not sufficiently. There are late developers. I
think of a Puli bitch of faultless descent and direct, outstanding
relatives with Puzsta coats - even littermates with Puzsta coats.
With this bitch, who received excellent coat care, a judge reported
when she was two years old: "considerably strong open coat."
Two years later the same judge reported: "coat is ,still not
uniform' in the rear there are long, narrow flat wisps; in the front
it is not yet entirely adequate." At nine it was certified "strong
coat with narrow strings". So there are such cases, because the
correctness of this last statement by the judge serves as a basis
for believing.
PICTURES
translated by Stewart L. Wells
ABB. 16: Photo: w. Langerbein, Jan. 12, 1962
Puli bitch, Forma von Trautenfels, whelped June 14, 1952, PuZ
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Father: Bizton von Trautenfels, PuZ 552
Mother: Csillag von Trautenfels, PuZ 671
The proven brood bitch of the kennel von Trautenfels, presently
9 years, 7 months old. Narrow to medium wide flat cords of
rather soft cottony structure.
ABB. 17: Photo: E. Munch, April 16, 1957
Male, Farkas von Trautenfels,
Bitch, Gerle von Trautenfels,
whelped June 14, 1952, PuZ 678
whelped Aug. 1, 1952, Puz 690
With thick, round, wooly string
With wide, heavy plate cords
cords
ABB; 18: Photo: W. Langerbein, Sept. 23, 1951
Puli bitch, Assi von Trautenfels, 3½ years old
In now finished Puzsta coat with wide plate cords.
ABB. 19: Photo: E. Munch, June 7, 1959
Puli bitch, Assic von Trautenfels, whelped June 19, 1948, died
December 6, 1961. Breeder, W. Langerbein, Hamburg-Harburg.
Owner, M. Henning, Munich. (more oever, Hamburg, 1955 and 1959,
V 1, CACIB)
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At the age of eleven thi s b i tch , who displayed wide plate cords
at 3½, presents narrow to medium width flat cords, thus a
completely changed cord structure . Completed Puzsta coat in
the best care.
ABB. 20 : Ph oto : Dr. Erna Mohr, March 3 , 1950
Pul i import male, Gugatz, whelped Nov. 11, 1946, Breeder, Vicek.
Owner, E . Peters, Hamburg.
A true c ase of open coat.
The undercoat is missing by nature
with the fully developed male. He shows himself, however,
in the condition of excellent coat care , and also establishes
an impression of unity and harmony. But nevertheless he is in
his ap pearance not a Puli, because the matted cords are missing.
These matted cords, the Puzsta coat, are after all an essential
breed characteristic of our corded breeds.
ABB. 21 : Photo: Dr. Erna Mohr, June, 1949
Komondor male, Ajax (Hargens), KoR 248
And here is an untrue case of open hair. This deficiency is
namely caused in the outer appearance through incorrect hair
care . The fully developed male has not only been clipped
many times, but also combed persistently afterwards so that
the present undercoat is continually combed out. It cannot
possibly attain a matting of the hair clumps. Through the
hard combing the outercoat is also implicated and thereby
causes this hardly pretty overall impression (shabby , short,
frayed hair coat).
The typical picture of a completely combed out "corded one".
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Jrom Our _A.,(embers:
Stewart Wells has translated the following for PULI NEWS .
part was printed in the August 1979 is~ue.

The third

"ABOUT THE HAIR CARE OF OUR CORDED BREEDS" (KOMONDOR, PULI)
Walter Langerbein, Puli breeder, "von Trautenfels" Kennel
Translated by Stewart L. Wells
Final part of a series of four.

IV
To the seriously interested reader, who has carried through_ and
not previously given up : I cannot blame him should he have the
impression that this hair c a re is not only very, very difficult ,
but extremely time consuming. I could not blame him, if he should,
therefore, complain in some way about his fate , because he has
presented himself with just such a dog that demands this hair
care. But he should be calmed since there is really no reason
to be in any way angry or pessimistic . He is being incorrectly
objective because a "corded Hungarian" will serve him outsta ndingly
and the owner is privileged . Apart from that , this Hungarian will
be through his being, intelligence, devotion and steadfast loyalty
a pure joy for everyone for countless hours. Yet so great an effort
is compensated a thousand times over and the owner is always indebted
to his dog. In reality only small effort must be expended in hair
care. Single cases may appear extensive and complicated . In any
case, this is no more care than a re presentative of another breed
with ordinary care and ex pense would require. By no means more,
this is only of another t ype. Sadly, it is indeed the individuality
of each "set of instructions" that they appear, and must appear,
extensive, long-winded, and with regards to content, complicated,
if they are to be really useful in practice. In practicality it
is all indeed simple. To put this simplicity into an understandable
written form is often not easy, especially when it is designed for
many new readers and the writer was requested to answer this complex
question as extensively as possible. It would be simple and easily
understood in such a short time, if such complicated hair care
could be orally demonstrated with a living example . Consequently ,
take heart, the application appears in this writing much worse than
it really is. Practice makes perfect. As long as there is only
one dog, the story is hardly worth telling . With five or more
animals the situation can become problematic and anguish induced ,
especially when one wants to show many of them at a show. But it
is entirely possible, as experience teaches. It is important to
begin hair care early and remain continually with it. Overall,
perhaps, our judges should give consideration to hair care. That
would be useful to the cause and would give incentive to the
exhibitor, by stimulating imitation. I have the impress i on that
thi s point of view has become too perfunctory at the shows of the
last years. In a really difficult case, wide plate cords , through
correct and adequate hair care, can attain a thoroughly complete ,
harmonious overall impression of the dog as seen in Plates 22 and
23 .
V

Finally a few words concerning the preparations for showing :
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First we must picture for which purpose these preparations should
and must se~ve. Correctly understood it can only be to present
our true friend as advantageously as possible at the show. we
go with him to a "beauty contest" and there the candidates must
please and give joy. They should win friends for dogs in general
and specifically for their own breed. Beyond that, our four-legged
one ~hould present, as much as possible, a perfect representation
of his breed in the meaning of the ideal description (at this time
the authoritive standard of the FCI, published in 1954, can be
read in UNGARISCHE HIRTENHUNDE by Dr. Erna Mohr). Since we are
concerned with our "corded Hungarian" in the sense of primitive
breeds, it is relatively easy and simple for us to prepare.
This is because we need neither barber nor trimmer; we need not
make manipulations or nonsense. On the contrary, we can be satisfied with that which is given by nature. It depends simply· on the
natural beauty of our dog, which is made evident through good
issue. However, there is not much to do when we have not fallen
behind in our duty of regular body and coat care. The exhibitor
of white dogs must surely have somewhat greater exertion than the
Puli exhibitor, who should not do less, but it does not show as
much without appearing unpleasant.
To begin, the animal must not appear unaesthetic. It must be
clean, es pecially about the muzzle, and establish the overall
a ppearance of care. The white dog must particularly let his color
be known, not suspected. With adequate, sufficient and regular
care in the meaning of my _discussion, we must only completely
avoid sloppy food in the days prior to the show. The parts of
the head and about the muzzle should be brushed daily because of
cleanliness. This also applie~ to the lower parts of the legs.
We pick and brush, if necessary , a bit more in the weeks prior to
the show. In the last days we brush the cords with a metal brush
against the hair line. This cards and loosens the dirt of the
cords. Also it makes them fuller and lighter, giving the impression
that the entire profusion of hair moves in a rocking manner, as if
he were covered by a fringed c over. This gives an enchanting
appearance (ABB. 14, 15). Als o the head and ear coat, cords, are
brushed in the same way against the hair line, whereby our dog, as
previously mentioned, presents the best possible head form (ABB. 1).
We do not forget to brush u p the well torn and picked cords of the
legs against their hair line, so that achieves the desired thick,
column-like legs.
Especially recommended is the careful brushing of cords against
the hair line of white corded animals. The white guard hairs
are only silver-white when they are more or less fre~ from one
another. This allows the light to fall through them, or to be
able to break in them. It is for this reason that they lose
the pure white color and appear yellow in the matting. Through
the carding of the cords we achieve the effect that the animal
appears silver-white over the entire body, in places frosted.
That is truly a wonderful sight!
If we have neglected in care our exhibition candidates for any
reason, we must begin preparations early, approximately six weeks
before the show so that an overall finished impression can be
formed again. It is permissible then to first recover the neglected
one. To do this our four-legged one is put on a table and generally
"over-hauled". Piece by piece, cord by cord, from head to foot
and tail, these are taken by the master and picked, torn and again
picked, torn, brushed, combed, and cut up, as far as unavoidable.
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If we have done our duty prior to the show and our corded-one is
"well-issued", then it depends on our candidate showing well in
the ring. We can and must also do our part. The so far usual
term of ' "ring trainer", however, appears to be missing with our
"corded Hungarian" because he really has no need for a "trainer"
with correct (to their nature), suitable conduct. It suffices
much more for each dog, in his life-time of human company, to have
the necessary, good upbringing (for example, heeling, duty, obedience)~ An automatically loyal, intimate friendship and trusting
relationship between master and corded companion are achieved
through correct conduct, care and upbringing. Should we create
this relationship, our dog will spread joy to us and others,
even in the show ring.
PICTURES
Translated by Stewart L. Wells
ABB. 22: Photo: March, 1960
Imported Komondor male, Domoszloi Mancso, whelped March 11,
1955. Owner, E. Beuchat, Geneva-Cointrin.
ABB. 23: Bhoto: E. Munch, April 16, 1957
Puli bitch, Gerle von Trautenfels, whelped Aug. 1, 1952,
PuZ 690.
Two further examples of completed Puzsta coat.
These photos prove, that also in cases of plate cordi~g,
indeed even with the most tenacious cording into heavy wide
plates as with the Puli bitch, through appropriate hair
care an impression of unity and harmony of the "corded one"
can be achieved.
ABB. 24: Photo: R. Wawzyniak, May 13, 1956
The four top Pulik at the Dortmund International Show, 1956:
(From left to right)
1. Bitch, Gerle von Trautenfels, whelped Aug. 1, 1952, PuZ 690
World Champion, Dortmund 1956, W. German winner, 1957, 1959,
Club winner, 1957, 1959, and 1960
2. Male, Farkas von Trautenfels, whelped June 14, 1952, PuZ 678
World Champion, Dortmund 1956, W. German winner, 1959, Club
winner 1956 and 1960.
3. Male, Gabor von Trautenfels, whelped Aug. 1, 1952, PuZ 687
Reserve-world winner, Dortmund, 1956, W. German winner, 1954
and 1957, Club winner, 1957 and 1959
4. Bitch, Fruska von Trautenfels, whelped June 14, 1952, PuZ 682
Reserve world winner, Dortmund, 1956, Belgian winner, Liege
1957, Dutch winner, Utrecht, 1957
Father of 1 through 4: Bizton von Trautenfels, whelped June 19,
1949, PuZ 552
Mother of 1 and 3: Deres von Trautenfels, whelped October 23,24,
1950, Puz 629
Mother of 2 and 4: Csillag von Trautenfels, whelped June 14, 1950,
PuZ 617
Breeder: Walter Langerbein, Hamburg-Harburg, Owner 1-3 breeder,
4. M. Schulmeiss, Bochum
These von Trautenfels Pulik have significantly contributed to
the fact that our Hungarian breeds have received increasing
acceptance and attention at shows, especially through their
many successful participations at competitions of top bree~ing
groups. In addition to further noteworthy results the Pulibreeding group of von Trautenfels were, for exa~ple, successful
in winning the victory at the Dortmund International Show, 1956
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as well as in Hamburg, 1957, and won entirely in 1957. In
1959 received at times the second place in Hanover, 1956 and
Berlin.
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TELEPHONE: (2O3J 455 -O27g

EAR PROBLEMS
When looking at a dog with an ear problem for the first time, my
first thoughts are to place the problem into one of three categories,
(1) irritation/inflamation, (2) ear mites/infection, (J) infection.
I then try to obtain from the owner a history of the problem and the
previous medications used.
TELEPHONE HOURS : e.g AM

In my opinion, there is no set of problems in dogs where it is
more important to proceed in a rational step-by-step manner than with
ear problems. The reason for this is the expectation that these
problems will be recurrent at best, or chronic at worst, this, coupled
with the sensitive nature of the skin lining the ear canal, demands
that the best medical principles be followed. Briefly, we only have
a finite number of effective topical drugs available to use, if we
misuse these drugs (intermittant use, ten short an application) we
will end up with bacterial resistance to these drugs, and will have
nothing left to turn to but surgical drainage - a very unsatisfactory
alternative.
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